
 

LAS VEGAS 

TOUR DESCRIPTION 
DAYS OF 

OPERATION DURATION PRICE PER 
PERSON 

 

Big Bus Las Vegas Hop-On Hop-Off Tour 
Hop on and hop off at over 15 conveniently located bus stops to visit 
Las Vegas's top attractions including Caesar's Palace, the Bellagio and 
The High Roller. The Hop-on Hop-off bus tours give you the freedom 
to plan your own itinerary and explore the best of Las Vegas’ landmarks 
for as little or as long as you like within the validity period of your ticket 
and simply hop on again when you're ready. 
 
As dusk falls, the city comes to life illuminated by the dazzling neon 
lights Las Vegas is famous for. Take in dancing fountains and erupting 
volcanoes as you travel the Infamous Las Vegas Strip. The tour leads 
you past casinos, wedding chapels and historic landmarks as you enter 
the heart of downtown. After a brief guided walking tour, you will be 
able to immerse yourself in the best that downtown has to offer; live 
entertainment, street artists, costumed entertainers and of course the 
word famous Fremont Street Light and Sound show. 
 

 
Daily 

 
Tickets:  

 
Classic  

 
 

 
 
 

$47.00 

 

Vegas Nights Helicopter Tour  
Celebrate your visit to Las Vegas with an amazing 15 min flight over the 
dazzling neon lights of the famous Las Vegas Strip. Enjoy a glass of 
sparkling wine before boarding your luxurious A-Star helicopter   
 

 
Daily 

20h15 

 
2 Hours 

and 30 min 

 
$97.00 

 

The Grand Canyon Skywalk  
Your Airplane Air/Ground tour to the West Rim of Grand Canyon 
begins with a 35–40-minute Scenic flight over Hoover Dam, Lake 
Mead, and the Colorado River. This part of the Grand Canyon belongs 
to the revered Hualapai Native Americans. Upon landing, board the 
complimentary shuttle, which stops at various viewpoints, including 
Eagle Point and Guano Point. Take in the brilliantly coloured cliffs 
carved out by the Colorado River over millions of years. While at Eagle 
Point, you will experience the Skywalk - the famous glass bridge that 
extends 70 feet beyond the Canyon's rim. Step across the glass bottom 
and wander around the horseshoe curve. Here the Canyon is truly at 
your feet! You'll also have the opportunity to purchase a meal at your 
convenience during your visit. Complimentary hotel transfers to and 
from Grand Canyon scenic Airlines Tour terminal are included 
 

 
Daily 

07h15 

 
7 hours  

 
$350.00 



 

 

 

Las Vegas Explorer Multi-Pass  
Choose from a list of over 45 top attractions, and shows, including Big 
Bus Day Tour, Madame Tussauds, Vegas Rockstar Club Tour, High 
Roller at the LINQ, The Stratosphere, CSI: The Experience, The 
Ultimate Variety Show at V Theatre, Planet Hollywood Restaurant, 
Senor Frogs 1-hour open bar and Marvel Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N.  
 
Other attractions include: Vegas! The Show, Hoover Dam Tour, The 
Mob Museum, Las Vegas Monorail 2 Day Pass, Zombie Burlesque, 
Nathan Burton Comedy Magic, The Mentalist, Las Vegas Live Comedy 
Club, Eiffel Tower Experience at Paris Las Vegas Daytime Ticket, 
Popovich Comedy Pet Theatre, REAL BODIES at Bally’s, Titanic: The 
Artefact Exhibition, Las Vegas Downtown Fremont Street Walking 
Tour.  
 

 
Daily 

 
2 Day Pass 

 
 

 
$340.00 

 

Hoover Dam Express 
Spend a day of unforgettable experiences with this thrilling tour to the 
mighty Hoover Dam. This breath-taking construction is often referred 
to as one of the seven manmade wonders of the world, and when it 
appears within your line of sight you immediately realise why. With this 
tour, you won’t only set eyes upon this amazing piece of United States 
history, you will even get the chance to stand on top of it and absorb 
the magnificent entourage. 
 
Along the way, relish an exclusive stop at the world-renowned 
“Welcome to Las Vegas” sign, which you have seen a thousand times 
before in movies. This is the moment to pull out your camera and take 
some fabulous pictures to show to friends and family back home 
 

 
Daily  

 
4 and a half 

hours 

 
$162.00 

 
 

 ABOVE PRICES ARE TO BE USED AS A GUIDELINE ONLY & RATES MAY VARY.  
 

Certain guided tours depart from central points and additional charges may apply for pick up points located outside 
of the central points. Important! Due to COVID-19 protocols, numbers are restricted on tours. Please take note that 

there may be tours that are currently not operating or where days or times may have changed. Please enquire 
directly with Thompsons for pricing and additional information. Standard terms & conditions apply. 


